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A data security platform that secures digital assets stored in the cloud, by using block-chain
technology. The product provides a distributed security mechanism that enables companies
and individual users to secure their documents, emails, pictures, crypto-currencies and
wallet keys by leveraging the block-chain technology.

CloudFish is an Atlanta based startup focused on
developing cloud security solutions for enterprises.
Founded in 2015, the company is a leading
innovator and a cutting-edge technology provider
for the cloud security market.

The Company is developing a cloud-based product
that provides security for digital assets like
documents, emails, pictures, crypto-currencies etc.
using block-chain. The product is built on a
proprietary technology developed by CloudFish
which encrypts the digital assets, breaks the
encryption key into millions of pieces and store it on
block chain thereby making it impossible for
someone to hack or steal the sensitive data.

The technology developed by CloudFish is backed
by US’ top-tier engineering university, Georgia
Institute of Technology and the company is an
official member of Georgia Tech’s prestigious
ATDC Accelerate program.

Company Structure
Limited Liability Company

Headquartered
Atlanta, Georgia

Sector
Cloud Security / Block chain

Platforms
Desktop, Web, Mobile

Funding
Round 1 $350K (Secured through Angel investment)
Round 2 $10 M (Sought through ICO on Ethereum
Exchange)

Revenue Model
Students, Non-profits Organizations = Free
SMB/Enterprise = $10/user/month
Enterprise Cloud Security Server = $10K/month
upto 2k users. Custom pricing for large enterprises.





Become an industry leader in the cloud security products and a cutting-edge

innovator in the machine learning based cloud security gateways (CSG).

THE PROBLEM WE ARE SOLVING

There are two common trends currently observed in the industry:

First, businesses are moving their data from on-premise servers to cloud. And second, as the block-
chain assets’ market like crypto-currencies is getting traction, the business decision makers are
planning to diversify their assets and invest in the crypto-currencies. The commercial security
products and crypto-currency wallets available in the market today, rely on encryption-based security
using a single private key that is stored either on a local computer or an external cloud server. If the
key is lost, stolen or hacked, the digital asset is lost. This creates the need for an enterprise class
solution that provides a more robust and unified security solution not only for the digital assets like
documents, files, emails etc. but also for the crypto-currency assets stored in the cloud.

Security breaches in external cloud servers, internal and external intrusions and hacking by individuals
and foreign governments poses a critical threat to the enterprise data stored on commercial cloud
servers.

The security of the cloud server is managed by the cloud service providers and the companies have
little control over the security of their data and no significant legal remedies if their data or crypto
currency assets are compromised on the cloud server.

THE MARKET SIZE

Global cloud security market is expected to garner $8.9 billion by 2020, registering a CAGR of
23.5% during the forecast period 2015 - 2020.

According to Gartner, the growth in worldwide cloud-based security services remained strong,
reaching $5.9 billion in 2017, up 21 percent from 2016. Overall growth in the cloud-based security
services market is above that of the total information security market.

THE MARKET SEGMENTATION

The cloud security market is segmented in seven major security areas: Cloud Identity and Access
Management, Data Loss Prevention, Cloud Encryption, Digital Assets Security, Block-Chain Assets
Security, Cloud Database Security and Network Security. CloudFish technology is focusing on the
first five of these market segments.

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3638017


THE KEY PLAYERS

CloudFish is focusing on two specific areas within the cloud security domain. The end-to-end
encryption and the Cloud Security Gateway (CSG).

On the data encryption side, nCrypt Cloud and Boxcryptor have a growing market presence in US
and Europe whereas there are six key players in the Cloud Security Gateway (CSG) market. These
include Blue Coat/Symantec, Skyhigh Networks, CloudLock/Cisco, Cipher Cloud, Bitglass and
Netkope.

None of these companies have a unified platform to provide security for both the digital and block-
chain assets. This leaves a growing technology gap that CloudFish aims to capitalize.

OUR KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

A Unique Approach to cloud Security:

Unlike the encryption-based cloud security solutions available in the market, CloudFish is using an
innovative approach to secure data that leverages the block-chain technology.

Traditional encryption-based security product available in the market, encrypt user data and store the
encryption keys on cloud servers. This approach secures data in most cases. However, if the cloud
server that stores the encryption keys is itself hacked then the users’ stored information can be
decrypted and hacked.

In contrast, CloudFish developed a proprietary technology that encrypts the digital enterprise assets
like documents, emails, IPAs, crypto-currencies etc. It then splits the encryption key into millions of
pieces and distribute it on block-chain thereby making it virtually impossible for a hacker to decrypt
and steal the sensitive data. The dynamic key split and reconstruction mechanism on block-chain is a
proprietary technology of Cloudfish for which a patent is in-progress.

Flexible Deployment: CloudFish’s security solution is based on software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
model. The solution requires minimal setup at the users’ end. For large enterprise, an enterprise
security server option is available as a separate licenseable product.

Platform Independent: CloudFish product is based on a platform-agnostic technology. It’s
accessible from Web, Desktop or Mobile.

Industry-standard technology: Although CloudFish’s security technology is proprietary, the
components used are based on industry standards. CloudFish uses the industry-standard SSL and
AES 256-bit encryption technology which is audited and compliant with the DoD Level 6 protocol.



Please note that the timelines and milestones mentioned in this document are approximate planning. The dates and milestones

may change depending upon the market conditions, company’s financial situation and the product strategy decisions made by

the company’s management.



The following table briefly explains the financial projections we have calculated in collaboration with 
financial analysts.The Company projects growth with positive net income in the second year contingent
upon the fundingand the market conditions.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Profit $10,701,233 $30,888,109 $47,027,522 $87,006,242 $129,463,939

Expense ($8,212,213) ($14,278,451) ($22,972,478) ($38,237,658) ($50,881,973)

Revenue $18,913,446 $45,166,560 $70,000,000 $125,243,900 $180,345,912



Drew Lanham

https://www.linkedin.com/in/drew-lanham-6368/

Zia is holds a PhD in Computer Science from Carnegie Melon university and
Masters in Engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Zia is also currently serving as an Assistant Professor of Business
Administration at the University of Pittsburgh

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ziahydari/

Faisal Faruqi

Dubbed “the maverick CEO”, Faisal is the Chief Executive Officer and co-

founder of CloudFish. Faisal is an industry veteran and former senior architect from

Oracle Corporation. Prior to CloudFish, Faisal co-founded Nexscience Inc., a

mobile apps development company based in California. Under his leadership,

Nexscience released fore than fifty commercial mobile apps gathering more than

2.5 million downloads and ranked among Apple’s prestigious Top 25 business

https://www.linkedin.com/in/faisal-faruqi-6aa16b2/

Before Nexscience, Faisal spent nearly thirteen years at Oracle Corporation where he led the design &

development of several high-profile products which are now part of Oracle E-Business Suite. Faisal spent

the last three years of his Oracle career managing the consulting engagements for Oracle’s North America

Consulting practice. Faisal holds a Masters in Computer Science from University of Florida and a

Bachelors in Computer Engineering from the NED University.of Engineering.

The Chief Research Adviser and Co-founder of CloudFish.

The Growth Adviser and the mentor assigned from the Georgia Institute of
Technology’s Advanced technology development Center (ATDC) is a
seasoned executive who has previously served as the vice President and
General Manager for yahoo Inc. And several other high-profile technology
companies.

ZiaHydri

https://www.linkedin.com/in/drew-lanham-6368/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/faisal-faruqi-6aa16b2/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ziahydari/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/faisal-faruqi-6aa16b2/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/faisal-faruqi-6aa16b2/


Ammar Naqvi

Ammar holds a Masters degree in Computer Science from San
Francisco State University and received management training from the
Harvard Business School.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ammarn/

Ehrar Jameel

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ehrarjameel/

Azam Ali

https://www.linkedin.com/in/azam-ali-0b4bb11/

Azam is an Advisory Board Member at CloudFish. Azam has
seventeen years experience in marketing andbusiness development and
has previously worked for several Fortune500 companies including
Citrix and Hewlett Packard. Azam holds anMBA from the University
of Miami and BS Computer science fromuniversity of Florida.

The Technical Architect and the Lead Block-chain Developer is a
programming and product ninja Previously worked for several
renownedFortune 500 companies including Nokia and Microsoft.

Ehrar has previously worked for several renowned software companies
in leading positions. Ehrar holds a Bachelors degree in Computer
Science & Engineering from the Visvesvaraya Technological
University.

The Chief Operating Officer of CloudFish is a seasoned business
development professional with thirteen years of experience in the
software industry.



Shumael Rehman

The adviser for CloudFish is a Group Manager for Microsoft Corporation
who spent more than twenty years leading teams at Microsoft.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shumael-rahman-2918743/

Syed Hamid

The adviser for CloudFish is a former executive from Microsoft Corporation
who spent more than fifteen years leading technical teams at Microsoft. Syed
is currently the CEO of a Sofy.io, a cutting-edge software startup that is
building artificial intelligence-based solution for mobile devices testing.
Syed holds a Masters in Computer Science from Louisiana State University
and a Bachelors in Computer Engineering from NED University.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/syedahamid/

Shumaelholds a Masters in Electrical Engineering from the University of
Chicago and a Bachelors in Electrical Engineering from NED University.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/asif-mahmood-6388204/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shumael-rahman-2918743/




In 2016 spending on SaaS for Cloud infrastructure is forecast to reach $12 Billion,
growing to $55 Billion in ten years - Forbes 3/2016

THE OVERALL CLOUD MARKET

THE CLOUD SECURITY MARKET

Global cloud security market is expected to garner $8.9 billion by 2020,
registering a CAGR of 23.5% during the forecast period 2015 - 2020.





A cloud-based platform that enables companies and individual users to secure their
digital assets stored in the cloud. The unified platform uses blockchain technology to
store and manage security keys and it use machine learning algorithms to automate
threat detection and control before it becomes a risk to the security of users’ assets.

CloudFish Enterprise Security Suite consists of two functional components: The Cloud Access Security
Broker (CASB) and the Cloud Data Encryption Interface (CDEI). The following diagram explains how
the two components work together to provide an end-to-end security for a cloud user.

The CloudFish CASB uses a proprietary algorithm to store and manage users’ encryption keys using block chain
technology. Unlike the traditional CASB products available in the market that stores users’ private encryption
keys on a single server, the CloudFish CASB splits the users’ keys into fragments and stores it in blockchain.
This makes it virtually impossible for a hacker to steal users’ private keys and the digital assets protected through
those keys. CloudFish uses a proprietary algorithm to dynamically construct and store users’ keys in the
blockchain. The reconstruction and validation mechanism implemented by CloudFish for users’ encryption keys
is very similar to the way blockchain validates your cryptocurrency transactions. The use of blockchain for
security keys validation makes it not only impossible to steal but also makes it easy for the user to access it
anytime from any platform……means you don’t have to worry what happens to my crypto wallet if my laptop is
stolen or lost or if the wallet company’s server gets hacked.

CLOUDFISH ENTERPRISE SECURITY SERVER



CLOUDFISH CLOUD SERVICES GATEWAY (CSG)

CloudFish Cloud Services Gateway (CSG) is a separate licensable product which integrates with CloudFish
Enterprise Security Server.

The CSG provides enterprise data services related to security including automatic detection and control of
security threats for the data, the companies store on commercial cloud servers.

The CSG is an agent-based software. Each node in the enterprise network (laptop, desktop, server etc.) runs
a CloudFish agent software that monitors the network use pattern on that machine. It uses the artificial
intelligence technology and machine learning algorithms to detect unusual activities like suspicious login
attempts, hacking or intrusion attempts, ransomware or a potential spyware or malware activity on each.

Upon detection of a suspicious activity on a node, the CloudFish agent running on that node immediately
takes preventive actions on that node and it triggers an ‘alarm’ about the security risks that propagates to
other nodes in the network .

Upon receiving this information, the agent software running on other nodes takes preventive actions to
isolate themselves from the network threat. This sharing and learning about network threats among different
network nodes acts like a ‘collective network wisdom’ which minimizes the risk of large-scale data loss and
services interruption for the enterprise.

 The agent software running on
each node monitors security
threats and suspicious activity.

 When a node detects a ‘data
security threat’, it sends a
notification to the neighboring
nodes in the chain about the
threat.

The Cloud data encryption interface provides a transparent security layer on top of commercially available
cloud services. This layer automatically encrypts any data going to the public cloud and decrypts it when the
data is received on the local machine. This encryption layer uses the industry-standard AES 256-bit
encryption and it is built on top of the public interfaces provided by commercial cloud services provider.

In release 1.0, CloudFish product has been integrated with Dropbox, Google Drive, Box and Microsoft
OneDrive. In release 2.0, additional integrations are planned including Amazon Web Service (AWS)
Salesforce.com, Slack and IBM Cloud.



 CloudFish is an official member of Georgia Institute of Technology’s ATDC Accelerate program.

Please check the following web site for Georgia Tech’s ATDC program and its member companies’

portfolio.

https://innovate.gatech.edu/programs/advanced-technology-development-center-atdc/

The company’s ATDC membership and our close relationship with Georgia Tech gives us an

opportunity to work with the top tier researchers and academic talent in the cloud security area.

 CloudFish uses the industry-standard AES 256-bit encryption technology for the end-to-end

encryption of data. Please check the following link for the National Institute of Standards and

Technology’s publication on AES.

https://csrc.nist.gov/csrc/media/publications/fips/197/final/documents/fips-197.pdf

 The company plans to get its technology and platform audited by an independent technology audit

firm and make the audit reports and certificates available to its customers for review through the

company’s web site.

 The company is also in the process of receiving HIPAA compliance certification for its security

platform.

AFFILIATION & TECHNOLOGY CERTIFICATION

https://innovate.gatech.edu/programs/advanced-technology-development-center-atdc/
https://csrc.nist.gov/csrc/media/publications/fips/197/final/documents/fips-197.pdf


INDIVIDUAL USERS SMALL & MEDIUM
BUSINESSES ENTERPRISE

 FREE
 Limited features
 Limited number of

documents
 Option to upgrade to paid

subscription

 0-1000 Users
 $10 / user / month
 SaaS model - Pay-As-You-

Go
 All features included
 Unlimited documents

security
 24/7 Support

 Unlimited number of users
 Custom pricing
 Enterprise Security Server

as a separate licenceable
product

 All features included
 Unlimited documents

security
 24/7 Premium customer

support



Content Encryption Business

 nCrypt Cloud

 Boxcryptor

Cloud Security Gateway (CSG) Business

 Blue Coat (acquired by Symantec)

 CipherCloud,

 CloudLock (acquired by Cisco)

 Bitglass

Imperva

Skyhigh Networks.

"The cloud-based security
market remains a viable
one offering providers
many opportunities for
expansion. The strongest
interest will be in encryption
products from cloud security
brokers, which are relatively
easy to deploy and have
options for on-premises
encryption management." -
Gartner



Company Product Company Product Company Product
Bitglass Bitglass Cloud Lock

/Cisco
CloudLock
Security Fabric

Skyhigh Network Skyhigh Cloud Access Security
Broker v3.0

Bluecoat / Symantec Blue Coat Elastica

CloudSOC 2.71

Blue Coat Cloud
Data Protection
4.9.1

Cipher Cloud CipherCloud Trust

Platform:

Cloud Discovery v4.0

Cloud Security Broker

Cloud Security
Gateway v4.5

Netskope Netskope Active Platform:

Active Cloud DLP

Active Introspection

Active Encryption

Active Threat Protection

CloudFish nCrypt
Cloud

Box
Cryptor

BlueCoat
/Symantec

Skyhigh
Networks

Cloud
Lock
/ Cisco

Cipher
Cloud

End-to-End encryption
(structured and non-structured

data)

Dynamic key generation &
storage on blockchain *

Network threat information
sharing using blockchain *

Unified platform for both digital
and crypto currency assets *
Platform-agnostic security

Cloud Deployment
SaaS Based (encryption-as-a-

service) *
On-premise deployment support

Reporting and policy
Management dashboard

Cloud Security Gateway (CSG) Q3FY18
Release

AI and ML based threat
protection and monitoring (DLP,

suspicious user activity,
unsanctioned cloud apps,
malware detection)

Q3FY18
Release

Biometric based authentication
support

Q1FY19
Release

Cloud sharing and Collaboration

Integrated mobile productivity
tools *

Cross-cloud drag & drop file
migration *



OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Strong Affiliation with Research Institution: Research and development is a cornerstone to

our offerings. Being part of Georgia Tech’s Advanced Technology Development Center (ATDC)

program gives us access to top industry talent involved in the cutting-edge research on Cloud

Security. We are able to leverage the academic and research resources of Georgia Tech which

gives us a tremendous advantage in developing the next generation of innovative cloud security

products.

Flexible Deployment: CloudFish is a completely SaaS Based Model. No infrastructure to
deploy. Instant Go-Live. For large enterprise, enterprise security server option available for on-
premise deployment.

Platform Independent: Platform-agnostic encryption technology. Accessible from any
platform.

Innovative Approach: Affiliated with the leading researchers at the Georgia Tech. working on
a unique ML based technology to detect intrusions and data security threats.

Unified Model: CloudFish’s unified model to store the digital assets encryption keys as well
block chain assets like crypto currencies with a secured blockchain-based dynamic key
generation and biometric-based authentication makes it a compelling enterprise-class solution
for business that our competitors do not currently offer.





We plan to use a three-pronged approach used to reach out to the individual users and
enterprise customers. We plan to effectively utilize the social media as well as third
party software resellers to approach the enterprise customers.

 Marketing outlets, such as TechCrunch,

Fast Company, Inc. etc.

 Online advertising

 SEO: We will use online advertising such

as Google ads, and FB placements

 Apple's App store, Google play.

 TAG – Technology association of GA

 CSA – Cloud Security Alliance

 Partner with technology/IT consulting

referral program

 Work with channel partners and resellers

 Direct enterprise selling

 Product partnership with larger players



The following SWOT analysis captures the key strengths and weaknesses within the

Company, and describes the opportunities and threats.



The Company’s performance as well as position is subject to several risks inherent in business.

Some of these risks are significant as well and could affect the business in an adverse manner.

These risk factors include:

CHALLENGES FOR CLOUD-FISH

 Establishing a brand name with limited financial resources

 Securing quick Pre-Series A funding to finance a massive marketing campaign in order to

capture a major market share

 Penetrating a market that is highly attractive for bigger players. We may see increased

competition from new players. Two of our competitors, BlueCoat and CloudLock are recently

acquired by larger companies, Cisco and Symantec. We need to keep focusing on innovation

in order to compete with larger players.

 Hiring and retaining the top engineering talent that is critical in maintaining a cutting-edge

cloud security product that we are developing.

 Capital infusion in marketing, business development and R&D before our competitors catch

up on the product innovation we are.





Hard Cap (including pre-sale stage): 24,000 ETH

Soft Cap : 500 ETH
Initial Price : 1 CFH = 0.000075 ETH ~ $0.06-0.07 USD (based on ETH exchange price)
Type : ERC-20
Currencies Accepted : ETH

Pre-sale Date :Mar 20th 2018
Public Sale Date : TBD

KYC : Basic
Country Restriction : Everyone can participate except the citizens and residents of the United
States of America (USA)

1.
There will be a four (4) years vesting period for the team and founders.
The first 10% of tokens will will be vested one (1) year from the closing date of ICO.
The next 20% of tokens will will be vested two (2) years from the closing date of ICO.
The next 30% of tokens will will be vested three (3) years from the closing date of ICO.
The final 40% of tokens will will be vested four (4) years from the closing date of ICO.

2.
50% of tokens will be vested after one (1) month from the closing date of ICO.
The remaining 50% of tokens will be vested after two (2) months from the closing date of ICO.

www.Cloud-fish.io

Token Ticker : CFH
Tokens for sale : 320,000,000
Token Supply for sale : 366,032,285 (including bonus)
Initial Token price : 1 CFH = 0.000075 ETH ~ $0.06 – $0.07 USD

CloudFish token is NOT A SECURITY. It is a utility token that can be traded on ERC20 compliant

exchanges or used for buying products and services from CloudFish. The holders of CFH token are

only entitled to trade the token or use them to buy CloudFish products, if successfully developed, as

described in this document. The CFH token itself is be based on Ethereum, a blockchain-based

computing platform. Ethereum allows smart contracts – distributed computer programs which can

facilitate online contractual agreements in a cryptographically secure manner.



ETHEREUM CFHH
TOKEN (CFHH)

BONUS
%

CFHH
TOKEN with Bonus

Pre ICO 1000 ETH 13,333,334 30% 17,333,334

Wave 1 4000 ETH 53,334,332 25% 66,700,000

Wave 2 6000 ETH 80,000,000 20% 96,000,000

Wave 3 6000 ETH 80,000,000 10% 88,000,000

Wave 4 7000 ETH 93,332 334 5% 97,998,951

Total Tokens
Available for

sale
24,000 ETH 320,000,000 366,032,285

CloudFish public token sale will be executed in 5 waves. All waves will be executed by ERC-20

standard and the token sale will be distributed via smart contracts on the Ethereum Network. The

smart contract will cover all 5 waves including pre-ICO stage. The smart contract will automatically

close in 120 days after the start of ICO.





1. CloudFish will launch only ONE public initial coin offering (ICO) during which a token sale

will be held. It will take place on www.Cloud-Fish.io. ICO will start on the date which will

be determined soon and announced through an official press release by the company. The

hard cap of the CloudFish ICO is 24,000 ETH.

2. CloudFish tokens’ sale is not allowed to the citizens and permanent residents of the United

States of America (USA).

3. CloudFish public token sale will be executed in 5 waves as described in previous section.

The first wave is considered a pre-ICO and is worth 1000 ETH. A portion of the funds

contributed during the pre-ICO waves will be used for marketing & legal expenses of the

CloudFish ICO campaign.

4. CloudFish tokens will be distributed to all contributors only after the end date of the smart

contract or if the token crowd sale reaches its hard cap (24000 ETH).

5. Individual maximum purchase cap - 3000 ETH, individual minimum purchase cap – 0.1

ETH.

6. During the ICO, CloudFish tokens will be locked, until the end of the ICO and the listing.

CFH will be listed in exchanges in 6-16 weeks after the ICO is finished. If not all the CFH

are sold during our token sale, 50% of remaining tokens will be burned. These tokens will be

transferred when a person makes a transaction using CloudFish token.

7. During the registration an intended to be used Ethereum wallet address should be provided.

The address provided, and beneficiary address must be the same. The wallet must be ERC-

20 approved. A list of recommended wallets is provided below. DO NOT PARTICIPATE

IN TOKEN SALES DIRECTLY FROM CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE

ADDRESSES. YOU NEED A TOKEN COMPATIBLE ETHEREUMWALLET.



The process to register for CloudFish ICO is as follow :

1) Visit our website www.Cloud-Fish.io

2) Choose “Apply for Tokens”;

3) Enter your personal details and ERC20 standard wallet (recommended MyEtherWallet.com);

4) Read and agree to Terms & Conditions;

5) Contribute;

When the token sale is launched, please double-check the address in the browser, because scammers

might create similar websites to trick you. The web site address for CloudFish token sale is

www.Cloud-Fish.io.

CloudFish Tokens will be distributed to all contributors only after the end date of the smart contract

or if the token crowd sale reaches its hard cap (24000 ETH). If it is reached, you will receive them

immediately. Warning: Only send ETH from ERC-20 compliant wallets which allow you to control

your private key. Make sure to backup your private key. Do NOT send them from an exchange,

because your ETH will be lost.



The primary objective of token sale registration is to enforce a mandatory Know-Your-Customer

(KYC) check to prevent identity theft, terrorist financing, money laundering, and financial fraud. It

also allows our team to understand our token holders better and manage risks prudently.

At CloudFish we take social responsibility very seriously, thus, we believe that it is important to

play our part in combating money laundering and terrorism financing. That is why we have

benchmarked ourselves to the same KYC standards typically adopted by banks and financial

institutions globally. The due diligence process includes screening against international

sanction/terrorist lists, politically exposed persons, and people with adverse reputation. Risk

assessment and on-boarding outcome will be performed and determined through the use of a

proprietary software.

The KYC process is comprised of two parts, in the following order:

1. Automated. Your details, as provided by you, will be checked against public sanctions and alert

lists. This step will be performed by a KYC solution firm.

2. Manual. If the automated step is successful, we will manually verify that the information

provided matches the identification document photos submitted by you.

3. Never trust emails related to the particular sale details (such as the hard cap, Ethereum

address to send to, etc.). Remember that sender’s email address can be easily forged.

4. Perform all your operations on our website only. You can check your registration status on

our website by logging in to your account.




